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			We invent for life


							
We’re following the science to tackle some of the world’s greatest health threats. But don’t take it from us – see what our people and patients say.
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			                Innovation
			
			                Taking on Ebola

			
			                How science and innovation fuel our efforts to help combat a deadly disease
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        Explore our stories

		            Get a glimpse of how we work to improve lives

				            View our stories
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						                        Katrien De Vos appointed to Managing Director, MSD Belgium & Luxembourg

                        Katrien De Vos has taken the lead of MSD Belgium & Luxembourg since Monday, May 1.  In her new role of Managing Director, she takes over from An Cloet, External Affairs Director at MSD Belgium, who held the position ad interim for the past 6 months. Prior to joining MSD, Katrien De Vos held various […]
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						                        MSD supports the non-profit organization “Patient Empowerment”, led by Prof. Eeckman

                        A person who falls ill loses their autonomy and independence. This can give rise to anger and frustration and even make the patient sicker. So, it is important not only to give the care recipient the best care but also to maintain, restore or even reinforce their sense of autonomy. This is done through the […]
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						                        Finding yourself after surviving head and neck cancer

                        Head and neck cancer will impact not only someone’s health, but also someone’s sense of self. Paolo Berti survived head and neck cancer caused by the papillomavirus. In two years time, three tumors had to be removed. For the first tumor they used chemoradiotherapy, for the second a lymph node dissection and for the third […]
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						                        You have the power to help prevent disease

                        Life as we once knew it has changed. One thing that hasn’t changed is our focus on our families. By following routine vaccination schedules, you can help protect yourself and your loved ones during these uncertain times.
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						                        At risk for lung cancer? Know the signs & symptoms

                        Don't gloss over it, visit a doctor – do it FOR yourself
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			                Patients & caregivers
			
			                Your well-being is our purpose

			
			                We work hard to bring you the medications and vaccines that help fight some of the most serious health concerns facing all of us.
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			                Health Dialogue
			
			                Oncology Policy Grant Program

			
			                Invitation to the Belgian research community to apply for an unrestricted grant as part of the Oncology Policy Grant Program
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Our Areas of Focus
We focus on scientific innovation to deliver medicines and vaccines that may help millions of people around the world
View all focus areas

Oncology

[image: Oncology]Oncology
Our mission is to deliver innovations that extend and improve the lives of people with cancer.
Our work in oncology


Vaccines

[image: Vaccines]Vaccines
Vaccines are one of the greatest public health success stories – and we’ve been discovering, developing and delivering vaccines to help prevent disease for over 100 years.
Our work in vaccines


Infectious Diseases

[image: Infectious Diseases]Infectious Diseases
We play an important role in discovering and developing innovative medicines and vaccines to treat and prevent infectious diseases, including HIV and Ebola.
Our work in infectious diseases


COVID-19

[image: COVID-19]COVID-19
As a company dedicated to saving and improving lives, we have a special responsibility to help in the fight against COVID-19. We’ve been fully committed to developing an effective response to the COVID-19 pandemic since it was first recognized.
Learn more about our response to COVID-19


Discovery & Development

[image: Discovery & Development]Discovery & Development
We follow the science where we can make the greatest difference, now and in the future.
More about Discovery & Development
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                            Calling all inventors

            
                            Are you passionate about building a meaningful career? We rise to any challenge to help make the greatest health impact.



            
            
                                    Join our team
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			                Corporate responsibility

			
			                Supporting the future of our business and the well-being of patients, people and communities around the world.
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                For patients and healthcare professionals
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